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reason is invalid under the Australian Constitution. This issue 
has yet to be litigated.

The injustice of the damages ceiling is compounded by the 
absence in the Act of a provision allowing interest to accrue on 
damages. Also absent are other provisions which would provide 
incentives for early settlement, particularly once liability has 
been established.9

The limitation period the Act prescribes for making com
plaints is another deficiency identified by the AIS case. 
Complaints must be made within six months of the discrimina
tory conduct occurring, although ^he President of the ADB has 
a discretion to accept complaints ^fter this time ‘on good cause 
being shown’ (s.88(4)). For people who are not aware of the 
Act, and people from another culture who do not speak English 
would loom large in this category! the six month requirement is 
clearly unreasonable. The complaints of many of the AIS 
women were made well after the discriminatory conduct of the 
late 1970s and early 1980s. Most of the women did not know 
they had a right to complain to the ADB until many years later; 
some who did know were afraid to complain. Although there is 
a discretion to accept ‘late’ complaints, it is not clear how far 
this could reasonably be taken and to date, there has been no lit
igation as to what might constitute ‘good cause’. The lateness of 
many of the complaints was taken into account in discounting 
the amount of compensation they were paid in the settlement.

Law reform
Finally, the AIS case is important in showing areas of the law 
that still require reform. The NSW Law Reform Commission is 
currently carrying out a ‘Review of the Anti-Discrimination 
Act, 1977’. The Commission released a discussion paper in 
February 1993 and will soon be releasing a further discussion 
paper containing tentative proposals for reform. Submissions 
have been made to it that specifically draw on lessons learned

from the AIS case. It is likely that the Commission will make 
recommendations consistent with these lessons with respect to 
damages, reversing the onus of proof of reasonableness and oth
ers. The question then will be whether there is the necessary 
commitment on the part of the Government to implement these 
recommendations. Given that the Government has recently 
increased the ADB’s funding and has introduced legislation 
amending the ADA in several significant respects, there is room 
for optimism.
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Dear Editor,

l
I recently received your invitation to re-subscribe to the 
Alternative Law Journal. I have decided not to do so, and 
thought you may be interested to know why.

I was a keen reader of the Legal Services Bulletin (sic) from 
its inception some 20 years ago. I have always been sympathet
ic to the protection of minority interests and the defence of the 
oppressed. In the 1970s that meant women and children, aborig
inals, gays and lesbians and prisoners. Except for prisoners, who 
will be mistreated and abused so long as there are prisons, all of 
these groups now have substantial power and impressive advo
cates. They are no longer, unequivjxally, ‘the oppressed’.

I get a tired deja vu feeling Reading the Alternative Law 
Journal. Now, in the 1990s, it is still pushing the claims of 
women against men, Aboriginals ^gainst whites, gays and les

bians against heterosexuals and children against their parents. 
There is, so far as I can tell, no critical analysis within the Journal 
of whether these politically correct polarisations still represent 
the oppressed.

Wake up, Alternative Law Journal! What about the inequities 
against men perpetrated through Family Law? What about the 
displacement of poor inner city whites by programmes to 
advance urban blacks? What about the injustices now evident in 
the health and welfare systems as a result of the promotion of a 
gay and lesbian agenda? What about the disruption to family life 
by the over-publicising of children’s rights vis a vis their par
ents? What about the abuses of psychiatric patients?

Get off your backsides and think critically again.

Hal Ginges 
Katoomba
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Dear Editor I

I should like to acknowledge Beth Wilson’s useful review of 
my book Community Mental Health (in (1994) 19(2) A lt.U  
97) and would like to comment on two matters raised in the 
review.

With regard to Beth Wilson’s point that only NSW was 
treated in detail in the chapter on law and mental illness I 
should like to point out that all Australian States’ legislation is 
required to be changed by 1998 in accordance with the United 
Nations Principles fo r the Protection o f Persons with Mental 
Illness and for the Improvement o f Mental Health Care 
(Report o f the National Inquiry into Human Rights o f People 
with Mental Illness [Burdekin Report] 1993, p.31 and pp.989
1005). These required changes are significant because, as the 
Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission states in 
its Mental Health Legislation and Human Rights (1992: p.l), 
‘The legislation in every Australian jurisdiction breaches the 
standards prescribed in the UN Principles in a number of 
ways. In some jurisdictions thesp breaches constitute funda
mental violations of basic humah rights.’ Of all Australian 
States the NSW legislation comes closest to these UN 
Principles and is therefore the least likely to be changed. This 
is why it was dealt with at length in the chapter. There seems 
little point in introducing mental ^ealth students to legislation 
which is unlikely to remain for lc|ng on the statute books and

therefore I dealt with the other States’ legislation in tabular 
form. Beth Wilson in her review states that the table conveys 
a misleading impression in regard to the involuntary admis
sion criteria in Victoria. However, even given the potential for 
oversimplifying the statutory provision for involuntary admis
sion I do not believe the table does convey a misleading 
impression if the columns in the table are read as a whole, i.e. 
the criteria for own health/safety, protection of the public are 
read in conjunction with the existence of compulsory commu
nity treatment, the latter defined in the text (p.375) as enshrin
ing the principle of the least restrictive alternative.

Aside from the question of Victorian law, Beth Wilson 
makes a general point about the text being oversimplified 
because of the too great a range of topics covered. It is impos
sible for me as author to pronounce on whether such oversim
plification exists as this must be decided by appropriate 
experts in their fields and by experienced practitioners in com
munity mental health but I believe that it is readily apparent 
that the range of topics covered was essential if the integrity 
of the subject were to be fulfilled. Otherwise students would 
have been presented with an incomplete and unbalanced per
spective, highly dangerous in a complex issue such as mental 
illness.

Alan Puckett 
Wagga Wagga
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